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LETT I TOR 
As we close off this wacky semester, it's not hard to recall my 
' 
. favorite OP moment of the past few months. A month or so ago, the 
OP faithful gathered in our windowless office one Thursday-eye to 
discuss t~pic ideas for our upcoming theme issue. Many a useful idea 
was presented, but the thought process soon devolved in classic . 
Other Press style. "How about a Buy Nothing Day theme?" suggest-
ed one person. This was then followed by ;l host of other valid sug-
gestions including potentia~ Sex, Food, Music or 80's Retro issues. 
Soon, the collective had advanced to their second round of ideas. 
Next thing I knew, themes including Doomsday~ Cartoons and 
Robots were suggested. This wa~ followed by combination sugges-
tions like Doomsday Robots, Retro Cartoons or really visionary con-
cepts such as Retro Sex Music, etc. . 
~d then it came; like a drink at the end .. of a long wander 
through the-desert: "How about uh ... a Salute to uh ..• Animals!" 
offered up A&E Editor Kevin Lalonde as he finished his thought out 
loud. Suddenly the collective leapt to life with laughs and potential 
story ideas. 
So long story short, several weeks later here we are with a truly 
original concept. This week we salute a.ll things non-human. So get 
ready to have a few laughs, and as the Th.ree Stooges once said: Stick 
aroun€l and learn somethin'! 
Trev Hargreaves 
Editor In Chief 
The Other Press 
Happy 
Holidays From 
Mittens 
3 
NEWS 
The Top Three Threats to Animals of 2006 
Nicole Burton, News Editor 
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1. Deforestation 
While some in this province would insist 
they will stop at nothing (nothing!) to rid the 
forests of the dreaded Mountain Pine Beetle, 
they should be reminded that not all (in fact, 
very few) forest creatures are celebrating, or 
breeding like crazy in these modern times. 
Our profile: The tragic story of the 
Vancouver Island Marmot. According to ani-
malinfo.org, the born-and-raised-in-BC 
woodland creature "is a housecat-sized 
rodent weighing 3- 6.5 kg (6.6- 14.3 lb). It 
prefers sub-alpine open areas, in south to 
west-facing meadows. The flowenng parts of 
alpine plants are its preferred food. The 
Vancouver Island marmot prefers open areas 
2. Animal Trafficking 
According to Dener Giovanini, author of a 
recent article entitled, "Taking Animal 
Trafficking Out of the Shadows," the current 
illegal animal trafficking trade worldwide nets 
in at about $200 billion USD a year. And 
despite scores of legislation outlawing the 
trade and prosecuting those involved, the 
profits are immense--as high as 800 per 
cent--and keep animal trafficking a flourish-
ing business, legal or not. 
Listed below are sample market prices for 
selected products. 
Komodo Dragon: Despite there being only 
5000 left, Komodo Dragons continue to be 
captured and sold as exotic pets. The black 
market price to purchase a Komodo Dragon 
is around $30,000. 
Rhino Horns: Used most often in traditional 
Asian medicines and sold as an aphrodisiac, 
according to journalist Ben Davies, in some 
cases a rhino horn is worth "more than five 
times its weight in gold. On the international 
3. Modern Warfare and Chemical ' 
Weapons 
As recently as last summer, Israel conducted 
more than 700 aerial bombings against their 
northern neighbour, Lebanon. According to 
the UN Environment Ministry, more than 
30,000 tons of fuel oil from the Jiyyeh power 
plant in Beirut was hit by Israel and poured 
into the sea, spreading along some 100 kilo-
metres of Lebanese coastline, as well as the 
waters and shorelines of Syria, Greece and 
Cyprus. 
What are the short-term, and long-term 
effects of such a disaster? A coalition of 
environmental groups declared the Jiyyeh spill 
"one of the worst environmental crises in 
Lebanese history." "This oil slick definitely 
poses a threat to biodiversity," said marine 
biologist Dr. Ezio Amato of Italy, who 
worked with an assessment team in 
Damascus shortly after the spill. 
Among the war's more than 1000 human 
lives lost, local wildlife would be suffering for 
years, according to ecologists. Included in this 
survey was 2006's batch of green sea turtles, 
an endangered species in the Mediterranean. 
The aquatic reptiles emerge from shoreline 
that provide good soil for burrowing, plenti 
ful herbs to eat, and suitable rocks for look-
out spots. It lives in colonies comprised of 
one or more family groups, and monoga-
mous pairings are the norm." 
Tree encroachment is cited as the # 1 
killer of this species. In a 1996 article on 
Biodiversity in Marmots, A. A. Bry~nt writes, 
"With a population numbering fewer than 
100, Vancouver Island marmots must be 
considered as one of North America's most 
critically endangered mammals. Only by 
increasing both their numbers and distribu-
tion can the future of this engaging rodent 
be secured." 
market, a kilogram of rhino horn can reach 
prices of $10,000. To the hunter, a rhino 
horn may be worth between $100 to $400, 
and reaching priCes as high as $38,000 at th 
final destination point. 
Bears: The paws of bears are trafficked to 
be used for Bear Paw soup, where a bowl ca 
cost $60 in the local area, to as high as 
$1,000 overseas. In addition, 250cc of a 
bear's bile is extracted from its gall bladder 
be sold as traditional Chinese medicine for 
$1,000. An estimated 4,000 bears in Vietna 
and up to twice as many in China are 
believed to producing the bile. The selling o 
bear bile has reached across the world; in 
October 2006, authorities arrested four indi 
viduals for selling bear bile in San Francisco 
Chinatown. 
Ivory: Ivory taken from Asian elephants ar 
priced at $400 per kilogram in China. 
~: The bones of a tiger can sell for $4 
per kilogram. In addition, 200,000 bottles o 
tiger bone wine is reportedly sold a year fot 
price of $100 a bottle. 
nests in July, shortly after the oil spill, 
uncountable thousands of eggs and hatch-
lings were destroyed by the pollution. 
The ecological effects of war are noted t 
have some of the longest-lasting effects 
against local plant and wildlife, due to the 
nature of. modern warfare including wide 
varieties or chemical and biological weaponry 
2006 marked the 30ti- anniversary of the 
U.S._ military's introduction of napalm and 
Agent Orange into its war against South 
Vietnam. Agents Orange and White kill 
plants by interfering with their metabolisms, 
Agent Blue by dehydrating the plant. The t:w< 
former mixtures were used on forests, the lat 
ter on croplands, and in total 91 million kilo-
grams were used across 10% of the country. 
The effects were devastating-entire 
species of birds, fish, and insects disappeared 
in the ashes of the local plant life, along with 
hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese. 
Despite the devastating affects of the chemi-
cal weapon, derivatives of napalm known as 
"White Phosphorous" are still being used 
today-by the United States in Iraq, and by 
Canada and NATO forces in Afghanistan. 
...., ltiV<J.ItDtll~~ 1\JJI..,~t,;w• ..., •• "'1 
of the Line' for 
ish Stocks: 
·entist 
of all commercial fish stocks already collapsed, 
says 
J..ucas Chambers, The Link (Concordia University) 
(CUP)-A third of all com-
fish stocks have already collapsed, 
by 2048, they will have gone completely, 
• '-•-uL·u.uJ.I!_ to a major study published in the 
Science. 
The four-year study cites overfishing, eli-
change, ocean acidification, pollution 
other environmental deg{adation for the 
incapacity to properly reproduce, feed 
resist disease. 
'We're really seeing the end of the line 
said Boris Worm, a marine biologist 
Dalhousie University in Halifax and 
author of the study. "It's within our life-
Our children will see a world without 
. ... ,,...,,v ... if we don't change things." 
That could be a drag for Westerners fond 
shrimp cocktails, but a whole lot worse 
the 20 per cent of the world's population 
depends on fish protein to live: 
"Fish stocks naturally fluctuate in popula-
," the National Fisheries Institute, a trade 
• ~,,u~-<«~•uu for the seafood industry, said in a 
manage stocks and rebuild fisheries 
a low sustainable population. Over 98 
cent of the top 10 seafood varieties that 
'-U''"H'-4.1'' eat come from sources worldwide 
The Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, 
international organization founded in 
n.-.-.mrPr in 1977, called the statement "the 
rhetoric from the industry." 
"The fishing industry has been fuelled by 
greed and governmental incompe-
and the bottom line has been profit 
not conservation," aid Captain Paul 
IIWars•~n- founder and president of Sea 
pnewseditor@gmai l.com 
Shepherd Conservation Society, in a state-
ment. 
"Nothing is changing and there is no sign 
that the industry is considering serious 
changes to address this problem." 
Worm was joined by scientists from all 
over the world to carry out the study, which 
drew data from four different sources: com-
mercial catch tonnage, historical records, bio-
diversity loss and catch records from protect-
ed waters. 
The team found that data from the latter 
showed cause for optimism: as biodiversity 
returned to protected areas, fish populations 
just outside slowly recovered. 
"We should protect biodiversity," said 
Carl Gustaf Lundin, head of the global 
marine program at the International Union 
for the Conservation of Nature, an interna-
tional conservation network. 'We can see it 
does pay off, even in financial terms, through 
better fisheries yield." 
But he also cautioned that poor manage-
ment and destructive fishing methods, such 
as bottom trawling, could negate benefits 
from protected zones. 
Precedent on political will and fisheries 
gives ample reason for misgivings in this 
regard. Scientists were unanimous in blowing 
the whisde on the cod fisheries in Eastern 
Canada late last century, but were told not to 
cry cod. Yet they were right: The stock col-
lapsed in the early '90s and it still has not 
recovered. 
Worm is concerned that a similar game is 
currendy being played out in Europe, where 
politicians are systematically ignoring warn-
ings to stop fishing cod in the North Sea. 
"I'm just amazed, it's very irrational," he 
said. 
t[J · 
CONCORD 
SECURITY 
CONCORD SECURITY is hiring! 
We want you to join our team . 
We have several openings at high-profile, customer 
service oriented sites. Part-time and full-time 
available. Flexible hours. 
Full-time and part-time security courses 
are available every 2 weeks. -
Gain the experience you need for your future career. 
Email personnel@consec.com or call 604-689-4005 
for more information 
www.concordsecurity.com 
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OPINIONS 
Animals Aren't 
Analogous to 
Humans · 
"All seafood could disappear by 2050, new report," was the headline. But the psychological 
effect may as well have been: '~bandon hope, all ye who enter here." 
Versions of the former headline abounded recently after a groundbreaking research article on 
marirle biodiversity was published in ilie journal Science. "Kiss your fish and chips goodbye" 
was another popular heading, as wer~ takes on "No more fish in the sea." 
On one hand, this kind of alarming headline could be potentially beneficial be-cause it high-
lights the urgency of a dire situation in our oceans. Without that sense of urgency, no one will 
act to prevent a disaster from occurring and we really could lose most of our sea life. On the 
other hand, such headlines personally make me want to bury my head in the sand or stick my 
fingers in my ears and sing choruses of, "La la la, I can't hear you." 
When news is so depressing and on such a huge scale, it can make individuals feel power- , 
less. Alld when people feel powerless, they tune out. That's not how change happens. 
Interestingly, the actual title of the research article published in Science was "Impacts of biodi-
versity loss on ocean ecosystem services.'~ The point about the potential for catastrophic 
declines irl sea life abundance was a relatively minor one in the study, used to highlight the 
urgency of the need to change the way we manage our oceans. The main thrust of the article 
was much more interestirlg. -
That thrust was the importance of biodiversity in maintainirlg healthy marine ecosystems. 
The international study, headed by researcher Boris Worm out of Dalhousie University in 
Halifax, looked at a variety of marirle ecosystems and how well they handled stress. It conclud-
ed that the more diverse an ecosystem is, the better it is at dealing with stresses such as over-
fishing. 
Biodiversity has long been seen as an important factor in the stability of land-based ecosys-
tems. More biologically diverse ecosystems on land tend to be m'ore stable, helping to secilre 
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I'm sick and tired of people claiming that human beings are no more evolved, or advanced 
than animals. I think most people can agree that human beings are the most superior creature 
on Earth. Still, once in a while, some random jackass that has gotten through a couple anthro 
polo~y or psychology classes, and thinks he's clever will try to claim otherwise. 
Their first point is usually, "hwpan beings are animals too." And sure, that's relevant in a 
way; we have organs like animals, we eat and defecate like animals, reproduce like animals, etc 
However, there are a few key differences that separate us from our furry friends. Namely a lit 
tle thing I like to call "civilization." _ 
John Q. Philosophy might retort with something like, ''Animals have civilization, too. The: 
have complex societies with war, friendships, life partners, blah, blah, blah." Sorry, Captain 
Pretentious .that's not a civilization, that's a "society." The key difference is this: civilization 
contains culture, science, industry, and government. Last time I checked, penguins don't pain1 
hippos don't hypothesise, cats don't build cars, and lemurs don't pass laws. 
About this point .in the conversation, the animal champion usually abandons the sinking 
ship of the civilization argument, and starts arguing the validity of civilization. They will say 
things like: dolphins have it made, man. /ill they do is swim around, eat, have sex and play wi 
other dolphins. Well, hey there is nothing wrong with that. I like doing all those things. 
Fortunately, I can enjoy these things without the fear of getting eaten by large sharks or Kille 
Whales. l usually don't v•mrry about getting harpooned by HUMAN BEINGS either. The ot± 
advantage of being a huma11 is that if I wan't to say, watch a movie, ride a motorcycle, jump 
out of an airplane, climb a mountain, or have a conversation, I have that option too. Scre\V 
dolphins, they are just a bunch of dmmbless, krill-eating rapists. 
Od1er arguments I've heard are: animals are stronger, animals don't have to deal with stre: 
like we do and unlike humans and animals "are one with nature." .i\1y retorts to these state-
ments are: big deal, 1 can shoot a rifle, only becuase they are too stupid, and go camping.-. 
Don't get me wrong, I have a lot of respect fot animals. In fact, I often fantasize about 
being a housecat. It \vould be a great life; I would hunt (without any moral discrepancies), wa 
der, screw around, and climb trees. Then, when 1 get bored with it alii would jump in the wi 
dow and get free food and a warm place to sleep. Plus, I'd never have to' work ... it would be 
·awesome, like being a teenager 0~1 spring break, for my entire life. But then who wants to be 
teenager their whole life? 
the continued functioning of the_ entire system. This was the fust comprehensive study to flr 
the same is true for water-based ecosystems, discovering a consistent pattern across 32 small-
scale experiments and through reviews of 12 coastal ecosystems. 
The conclusion has major ramifications for the way we manage our fisheries, which still 
tends to be based on individual fish stocks, rather than the ecosystems in which they are 
embedded. According to the new study, we're going about it all wrong. If you want to protec 
individual fish stocks, you really need to protect entire ecosystems. Unfortunately, that story 
isn't very newsy. Disappearing seafood is. Without the news hook of the dire predictions for 
· the future of seafood, the article may not have maae the front page, or any page at all in the 
popular press. So, either by chance or by design, the report's authors rolled out their study b2 
eel with the sweet smell of disaster. 
Alld reporters took to it like sharks to a churr: line, resulting in headlines around the worl 
Most newspapers and television stations stuck to the "total collapse" angle, often ignoring th 
biodiversity story altogether. More thoughtful journals, however, did focus on the actual thru 
of the study- fisheries management ~d biodiversity. In its news pages, Science used the head 
line "Global loss of biodiversity harming ocean bounty," for example, while The Economist rat 
with "New research points to a better way of protecting fish stock.'' 
Whether ilie popular press stories were motivational or paralyzing remains to be seen. Bu 
the fact remains that right now, the spectacular and the spectacularly awful make headlines. I1 
the news game, the rest is just details. That puts the way ilie mainstream press reports news : 
odds with the way people become motivated and makes social change even more difficult th: 
it already is. 
Take the Nature Challenge and do more at www.davidsuzuki.org. 
Don't Eat Animals; Delicious, Delicious 
imals 
love animals, especially with barbeque sauce. And they aren't 
delicious; they are also healthy; they contain a ton of 
It's easy to stay healthy if you eat animals. Besides, it's 
convenient to eat meat; 90% of the menu items in 90% of 
contain the flesh of at least one tasty critter. 
Despite all these fantastic reasons to kill animals and put 
in our stomachs, there are actually some good reasons to 
avoid stuffing your craw with the species of the day. 
The most obvious reason to give up meat is that it's not 
moral to kill things and eat them if you don't have to. True, it 
can be argued that it's not moral to eat plants, because they 
feelings too (see "The Secret Life of Plants," by Peter 
.Lvw~'<UJ"~1 , but so what? Plants don't h;ive a neocortex, let 
alone a cerebellum. Hell, they don't even have eyes. Besides, 
we have to eat something, and I for one have a simple rule 
about that; the closer the organism resembles me, the less 
acceptable it is to eat it. For example, it's flne to eat water 
chestnuts; they have no moving parts, they have no nervous 
system, and they won't scream when you eat them raw. 
Conversely, it's really bad to eat human beings; because they 
break all the rules that make it okay to eat water chestnuts. 
I understand that some people view animals as nothing 
more than a food source and that's okay, I get it, I was an 
uncompromising omnivore for most of my life. However, I 
think we all care about the global environment, or at least 
human beings, both of which ~e effected greatly by the mass 
consumption of animal meat. Every year, in the US alone, 
over 41 million cattle are transformed into TV dinners and 
beef stew (wow, that's enough beef to make nearly 78 trillion 
McDonald's hamburgers). It takes a lot of land to raise that 
many cows, grazing on land that has to be cleared by slashing 
forests. 
Sure, there isn't all that much slashing in the US anymore, 
but as of the 90's, the Amaz<_>n was being chopped down at a 
rate of 7,000 square miles per year. That land is being cleared 
for agriculture and livestock. Agriculture isn't such a bad idea 
(providing it's for corn and not cocaine), but you have to feed 
livestock a lot of vegetation. It takes somewhere between 7 to 
40 times more land to grow a pound of meat than a pound of 
produce. If all the land on Earth that is devoted to raising 
livestock were converted to agricultural land, we could end 
world hunger without breaking a sweat. Not only that, but we 
could save the Amazon Rainforest . 
I'm sure a lot of you are still not convinced it's better riot 
to eat meat. Perhaps you think it isn't possible to be healthy 
subsisting on a diet devoid of meat protein, and that human 
beings are meant to eat meat, so why resist it? Well, it is per-
fectly healthy to survive without meat. Almost everything has 
protein in it: grains, legumes, vegetables, dairy products, eggs, 
nuts, seeds. Basically, as long as you're not trying to survive on 
lemonade, then you are getting protein. The trick is getting all 
of the proteins, and this can be solved easily by eating a wide 
variety of different foods. 
Animals are delicious, there is no arguing against that to a 
meat-eater, but is it really necessary to eat meat? Maybe it was 
100 years ago, but now, we have alternatives, supplements, and 
wide variety of different foodstuffs available to us. So no, it's 
not necessary to eat meat, especially with an ever-increasing 
global population, and growing environmental concerns. 
·1 
0 
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT 
StUff I've Been Petting: 
A Very Special Animal-themed Edition of Stuff I've Been Listening To 
Luke Simcoe, OP Contributor 
Downloaded: a really unique sound that still sounds familiar the first time you listen to it. Plus, I hear he 
Nothing ... but I did get a new a cat! She's black arid her name is Sabbath. I didn't name her 
and don't really want a reminder of Ozzy's awful lyrics scampering around the house, so if 
anyone writes in with a name I really like, I promise to get them some form of free swag, even 
if I have to pay for it myself. 
hooks his violin up to an effects pedal during his shows. ' 
Rancid - .. And Out Come the Wolves 
When alien anthropologists visit Earth 300 years from now and ask our historians ·"what was 
this punk-rock?," we should just hand them a copy of .. And Out Come the Wolves. The album's 
gritty and raw, but still poppy enough that ''Timebomb," and "Ruby Soho" were probably 
played at your high school dances. Despite the album's brief flirtation with MTV, Rancid didn't 
lose a single shred of their credibility, and it harkens back to_ a time when Transplants songs 
weren't being used in shampoo ads. Oh, and Matt Freeman's bass solo on "Maxwell Murder" i~ 
still the stuff of legend. 
Listened To: 
Les Savy Fav - The Cat & the Cobra 
Andrew Bird - The Mysterious Production of Eggs 
Rancid - A nd Out Come the Wolves 
blink 182 - Cheshire Cat 
Modest Mouse - The Moon & Antarctica 
Warren Zevon - Genius: The Best of Warren Zevon 
Les Savy Fav - The Cat & the Cobra 
blink-182- Cheshire Cat 
Like many of you, my introduction to Les Savy Fav came in the form of Inches, a compilation 
of the group's 7 inches that somehow managed to be their most coherent statement to date. 
Unlike many of you, I didn't get halfway through Inches before I was rabidly downloading the 
rest of the band's back catalogue. LSF is one of the only bands that has the musical chops and 
the right grasp of aesthetic distinction to actually merit being referred to as art-punk. In addi-
tion to having some reference to animals in the album title and a great album cover, The Cat & 
the Cobra is the closest studio rendering of the band's utterly unique live show (not that I've 
been fortunate enough to attend, but I've nerded out on YouTube). It's also the most experi-
mental of the band's LPs, and consequently it has the most replay value. 
There was a time when blink-182 was my band. I know it's hard to believe, but a long time ago 
in a galaxy far, far away, I was a little 15-year old skate-rat who spent more time pining for girls 
than actually talking to them and Mark Hoppus, Tom Delange and Scott Raynor really under-
stood me. I spent hours learning "Carousel" on guitar, and to this day, I vividly recall the sor-
row and confusion that I felt the first time I saw "Dammit'' on MuchMusic. 
Modest Mouse - The Moon & Antarctica 
For some reason, I r<;sisted Modest Mouse for years. I eventually came around, but I'm gettin 
sick and tiied of every other singer trying to sound like Isaac Brock (Wolf Parade, Tapes n' 
Tapes, The Arcade Fire, I'm looking in your direction). 
Warren Zevon - Genius: The Best of Warren Zevon 
Andrew Bird - The Mysterious Production of Eggs 
I mostly only ever listen to "Fake Palindromes," but I'm really sorry that I missed out on his 
two sold-out shows at the Media Club earlier this year. Bird's got a great voice, great lyrics, and 
I own this Warren Zevon (R.I.P.) collection for one reason and one reason only: "Werewolves 
of London." His hair was perfect . .. 'nuff said. 
lain W. Reeve, Web Animal 
·1 found it on 
teh interweb! 
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Ever since the early days of the internet weirdo pet 
enthusiasts have used it as a vehicle to show off their 
pets. I can remember the mid '90s, seeing random peo-
ple's Geocities or Angelfire websites devoted to Scruffy, 
Mittens, or Toonsis. These poorly constructed HTML 
abortions look more like a six year old's cut and paste 
project than a website. 'IJUs tradition of animal 
fetishism - no, not like that you pervert - continues 
today. Here are some of the more hilariously qepraved 
instances. 
www.beedogs.com is the winner of lain's award for 
most unusually prolific niche website - the runner up 
being that site that teaches you how to have sex with 
your car ... I'm not kidding, google "sex with car." Now 
normally this is where I woul~ go into great detail 
about a website's features, however Bee Dogs has few 
features. It just has pictures of dogs ... dressed as 
bees ... a freakin' lot of them. The only thing more daz-
zling than the fact that someone created this website is 
just how many pictures of dogs in bee costumes there 
are. It's staggering. Page after page of mutts with cutesy 
antennae and stingers. They also have a "lost your bee 
dog" and "adopt a bee dog" section. Did I mention 
they have a mailing list?! 
. www.tubcat.com is one of the more famous animal 
websites to make it around the net. While the website 
started with a feature of a single enormous orange 
tabby, it has quickly grown to include others. Not good 
for much more than laughing at pictures of enormous 
kitties who are probably not long for this world. How 
they can even - if they can even - carry their enor-
mous bulk around is puzzling. 
www.catsthatlooklikehitler.com is another one of 
those sites that makes me wonder where ideas for web-
sites come from. Like the others, the site is pretty 
straightforward. It allows you to browse pictures of cats 
that look k:inda like Hitler, usually because they have lit-
tle black mustaches, or head colour patterns that look 
like the Fuhrer's classic middle part hair. The site allows 
you to view the best and latest "Kitlers.'' It also allows 
you to add your own, rank those available, and. voice 
your love or hate for the goose-stepping felines. The 
letters in support and protest are quite amusing. I like 
this site best out of the three just because it has more 
depth. 
So hit the net and learn more about the weird things 
that people manage to use their pets for. If nothing else 
'we can be amused by the ridiculousness in others, con-
fident that our relationship with out little Sparky or 
Pooky is considerably more normal . 
Forget Wolves and Horses-
Cat Bands are In 
Chelsea Mushaluk, OP Contributor 
Wolves are overrated. There, I had to come 
out and say it. Not only do they inspire those 
horrible velvet paintings with forest scenes 
and the Northern Lights, they were also part 
of th(! most popular band naming trend in 
recent memory. Forget "The" bands. Wolves, 
with their Eyes, Parades, and Mothers, were 
the shit. Not anymore, folks. Another animal 
is making a comeback, and this one isn't 
found on souvenir t-shirts from Whitehorse. 
Song of the Week: 
"I Wanna Be Your Dog" by The Stooges 
Patrick Mackenzie, OP Columnista 
When I was told the last issue of the Other 
Prus fo~ the semester was going to revolve 
around an animal theme, I immediately rum-
maged through the store of songs cluttering 
my mind like forgotten invitations to all-night 
parties where the object of attending is to get 
l:j.id or to consume as much drugs and alco-
hol as humanly possible. There's gotta be 
tons of songs about 'animals, I thought, espe-
cially in rock music with it being reasonably, 
urn, animalistic. Look at Jim Morrison. He 
ae.ditor@gmail.com 
was like an animal with his drunken swagger 
and willingness to use the word "fuck" on 
stage or give the cops the finger all the while 
singing "love me two times baby." Or the way 
Jimi Hendrix mimicked making love to an 
amplifier or doused his beautiful Fender 
Stratocaster with lighter fluid and set it on 
fire, tossing the charred remnants into the 
out-stretched arms of an enraptured audi-
ence. All very animalistic. I would even ven-
ture, dog-like. Think about it: dogs, like rock-
Smaller, fuzzier, and cuter: cats are back. 
Our feline frien.ds were used to unfortu-
nate effect on the cover and artwork of 
recent buzz band We Are Scientists, lame-o 
debut album. Luckily there's been another cat 
holding it down in music for kittens every-
·where: Cat Power. Sure, she's been hawking 
products recently (and expensive products at 
that. . . DeBeers? Chane!?), but in doing so has 
produced some of the fantastic covers that 
made me a fan of her music in the first place. 
There are two things that I love about Cat 
Power (AKA Chan Marshall): her songwriting 
and her voice. The covers she performs, most 
of which are on the aptly titled Covers Record, 
are beautiful. Listen to "Wonderwall," "I 
Found a Reason," "Wild is the Wind" or "(I 
Can't Get No) Satisfaction" and you'll see 
what I mean. If the depth of her voice does-
n't move you, listen again, as you may or may 
not have a soul. 
If covers aren't your thing, try You Are 
Free. Pitchfork gave it an 8.9, and it was 
released just before the Fork started touting 
Tcip 40 pop tarts like Ciara and Nelly 
Furtado, so it's a rating well deserved. Online 
music bible Allmusic found these happy words 
to describe Cat Power'nongwriting: angst-
icons, strut around on stage, and they mark 
their territory with lighter fluid or something 
similar. (I'm making a huge leap here.) 
So, speaking of dogs, there's a song that 
comt!s to mind that captures the drunken 
masculinity of Jim Morrison, the sexed-up 
attitude and flaming guitar of Jirni Hendrix, 
and teenage male, dog sniffing, leg-humping, 
sexual frustration. Because no other medium 
other than rock music can capture such loin-
centric, yisceral appetites, ladies and germs, 
for this year's final installment of Song of the 
Week and just in time for Christmas, I give 
· you, "I Wanna Be Your Dog" by The 
Stooges. 
Fronted by an Iggy Pop barely out of his 
teens, The Stooges, along with the MCS, were 
the quintessential proto punk band. They 
were (actually they've re-formed, so I'm not 
sure whether to use the present or past 
tense), the musical stem cells, as it were, that 
many believe evolved into punk rock and 
heavy metal as we know them today. 
As rock songs go, "I Wanna Be your 
Dog" doesn't get much more primitive. As 
I've already alluded to, it is sexual desire made 
manifest through the beating of drums and 
the stroking of guitars ( oh my god, I can't 
believe I just wrote that). Although the song 
was released in 1969' on a self-titled record, it 
sounds as if it were recorded last week in a 
garage in New Westminster by beginner musi-
cians with more imagination than technical 
ability. Feedback and distortion begin the 
song in what is anticipated to be a barrage of 
noise and intensity, but the feedback soon 
falls into three chords played down the neck 
of an electric guitar in a slow, brooding ode 
to lust. The rest of the music is fleshed-out 
ridden, cathartic, gloomy, bleak, atmospheric. 
And you know what? It's all of those things. 
But it's also the opposite of all those things. 
Her latest record, The Greatest, is not my 
favourite album, but it's a fairly strong record. 
She's not as angry on this album, and I'm not 
sure if that works in her favour or not. She 
has, however, thankfully moved away from 
the Liz Phair-type anger of some of her earli-
er work, and her live shows are reportedly 
less erratic. Does this mean that Cat Power is 
· becoming a little mote domestic? Find out for 
yourself, when Cat Power plays the 
Commodore Ballroom on November 29, with 
the Memphis Rhythm Band. 
I'm going to make an early prediction for 
the next year in music: it's starting to look like 
the new trend will be cats. Wolves have had 
their day. That's right wolves, I'm calling you 
out. I'll even go so far as to say that cats are 
the new wolves. I will leave you with this 
question though: what other animal could sit 
-on a suitcase, smoking a cigarette and eating 
an apple, be stopped by Chane! designer Karl 
L~gerfeld, and appear in his next ad cam-
paign? I don't know, but I think it's safe to say 
that it's not wolves. Meow! 
by drums, bass that follows the same chord 
progression as the guitar, and what sounds 
like Christmas bells in the background. "I 
Wanna Be your Dog" doesn't really get past 
the plodding repetition laid down by the gui-
tar, and there is no real chorus to speak of 
except Iggy's twice repeated plea, "Well 
c'mon." 
Lyrically, the song evokes images of 
unmet teenage longing: "So messed-up I want 
you here I In my room I want you here." But 
what could otherwise stay in the realm of 
everyday human desire descends into the bes-
tial plane in what the singer is willing to do in 
order to have his appetites sati~fied: "Now 
we're gonna be face-to-face I And I'll lay 
right down in my favorite place I And now I 
wanna be you dog I Now I wanna be your 
dog." The singer's willingness to become his 
lover's animal, that is to debase himself, 
seems to suggest the surrender of traditional 
male power. In what appears on the surface 
as a naughty song about the lengths one will 
go in order to get laid, is in fact the subver-
sion of traditional, socially prescribed roles 
based on gender that is of course, if we 
assume that the singer's lover is of the oppo-
site sex. But even without such a distinction, 
the song still stands .as a denial of culturally 
sanctioned sexual practices. 
This is probably not what The Stooges 
had in mind when they first wrote the song; 
however, "I WannaBe Your Dog'' captures 
the subversive undercurrent that seems so 
essential in creating influential and revolution-
ary rock music. 
Now get on your hands and knees and 
bark like a dog. 
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BEY KIDS! 
Want to dress as your favorite 
pachyderm/.Republican Party icon? 
Simply get an adult to help you cut 
out this charming mask, punch out the 
r --
r. , 
r;, 
yes, and then stick ·it on your face! Do it now! 
Supplies: scissors, face 
ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT 
Inter-species Battle· Royale 
Vince Vim, OP Contributor 
Competition for food sources and predator 
and prey relationships are all cause for conflict 
in the animal kingdom. Some are obvious, 
such as dogs and cats, lions and antelope, and 
chickens and worms. But, when you take ani-
mals, render them in a cartoon format, and 
give them human attributes, you get even more 
conflict, as shown by the likes of famous 
adversaries such as Itchy and Scratchy. 
Imaginary crossovers between fictional 
properties are subject to fan debate, and with 
sufficient demand, materialize into actual proj-
ects (J.(jng Kong vs. Godzilla being one of many). 
Here, we bring you a list of match-ups that 
you probably would've never thought of and 
will probably never, ever see. 
Eating Contest - Scooby Doo (great dane) 
vs. Garfield (tabby cat) vs. the Tasmanian 
Devil 
Match Overview: All three are known for 
their appetites, whether it be Scooby's eating 
contests, Garfield's inability to not eat for 
more than a few minutes, and Taz's ability to 
eat, well, anything. However, all of had their 
limits, although these depend on the writer's 
mood. For example, it is difficult to say if Taz 
is actually "eating," so much as destroying 
what h~ spins through, while Garfield once ate 
so much that his stomach swelled and his feet 
couldn't touch the ground (as depicted in 
Gatfold Loses His Fee~. Scooby also has been 
known to eat non-food items, such when a 
large sandwich was held together with rope. 
The Bout: At the buffet table, Scooby and 
Garfield are consuming vast amounts of food, 
much larger than their frames suggest they can 
consume. Garfield is much smaller than 
Scooby and struggles to keep pace, but ends 
up immobile and unable to keep going. Taz 
arrives, spinning and destroying everything in 
his path, consuming every last bit of food, 
destroying the buffet table, and mercilessly 
mowing down Scooby and Garfield, leaving 
only a bloody dog collar and a matted piece of 
orange and black fur. 
Decision: Tasmanian Devil 
1000 Ian Dash - Roadrunner vs. Sonic the 
Hedgehog 
Match Overview: Both characters run 
faster than their real-life counterparts, but in 
most cartoons, the Roadrunner is depicted as 
the slower one of the two, as his nemesis Wile 
E. Coyote can actually keep up (of course, 
Roadrunner is never harmed). Sonic can break 
the sound barrier, but is subject to death and 
injury from the machines created by his neme-
sis Doctor Robotnik. For this match up, Wile 
E . Coyote and Doctor Robotnik have traded 
adversaries. 
Bout: Prior to the race, Wile E. Coyote 
made an order through the Acme Corporation, 
ordering an Acme Catapult and Acme Giant 
Rubber Band. However, all these traps back-
fire when Sonic runs into the Giant Rubber 
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Band and bounces back into Wile E, and 
knocking him into the path of the Catapult, 
which crushes him with a giant boulder. 
Unabated, Sonic continues the race, with the 
finish line in sight. 
Doctor Robotnik has no moral compunc-
tions about enslaving animals for creating 
more death machines. Given the Roadrunner's 
slower land speed, he is easily captured by 
Robotnik's machines and is immediately turned 
into a Badnik. Combining natural speed with 
cybernetic enhancements, the Badnik 
Roadrunner easily catches up to Sonic, and 
batters him with a combination of laser 
weapons, missles, and bombs. 
Decision: Roadrunner (contested by Wile E. 
Coyote, who insists Doctor Eggrnan cheated 
by not ordering from the Acme Catalogue) 
Battle of the Bands - El Kabong ·(horse) 
vs. UmJammer Lammy (lamb) 
Match Overview: UmJammer Lammy is a 
guitarist versed in a variety of styles, ranging 
form rock-a-billy to heavy metal. El Kabong 
(the Zorro-esque alias of Quick Draw 
McGraw) carries an acoustic guitar around 
with him, but we don't know if he can really 
play. 
The Bout: UmJammer Lammy has finally 
made it to the stage on time, after fifteen min-
utes of trying to get through a bunch of 
obstacles just to get there (all by playing guitar, 
nonetheless). As she jams away on some . 
chords, she hears a voice in the distance. 
"Ole!" comes a voice from afar. Swinging 
on a rope is El Kabong, wielding an acou. 
guitar. "Ka-bong!" he says, right before sn 
ing the guitar over Lammy's head, knoc · 
her unconscious and unable to finish her 
Evidently, he mistook her for a desperado 
Decision: El Kabong 
Hunter and Prey - Elmer Fudd vs. Bam 
(after mom's death scene) 
Match Overview: Elmer Fudd is a h 
by trade and the nemesis of Bugs Bunny : 
Daffy Duck, although has limited success. 
Bambi, on the other hand, has reason for 
vengeance, given that Elmer Fudd's kind 'l 
responsible for his mother's death. Since t 
Bambi has grown wiser and stronger and i 
capable of violence, having successfully el 
nated a rival, Ronno, who shared interest i 
mate. 
The Bout: Elmer Fudd wields his rifle 
stalks his prey while remaining "vewy-vew 
quiet." Bambi idly eats grass in the meado 
not far away from where his mother died 
[Editor's Note: Bambi's a boy? What the h 
Without her to warn him of the danger, h 
easy prey. But wiser and stronger, Bambi 
detects Elmer's presence, allowing him to 
evade shot after shot. As Elmer runs out < 
shells, Bambi chases Elmer and pushes hit 
a cliff, similar to how he dispatched Ronn• 
Decision: Bambi. 
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. A Colourful History of the DSU, Where Did 
Things· Go Wrong? 
Travis Paterson, Features Editor 
My favourite union in the whole world is the 
DSU, and as an OP staffer, I've taken it upon 
myself to have a better understanding about 
the constant hubbubbery coming from the 
DSU. I wanted to learn more about how the 
process works, and about the DSU's history 
on campus; good, bad, and awesome. To pre-
pare for the coming SGM, I took in the Nov. 
zznd DSU meeting at the New Westminster 
campus. I've never been one for bureaucracy, 
and until this fall, it pained me to hear the 
words: motion, second, impeachment, or 
election. I always thought that a student 
union's primary responsibility was to build a 
community on the campus. They would prob-
ably disagree, as they're so infused with union 
legislated constraints (or rights, as they would 
call it) that they're incapable•of remembering 
what their job was in the first place; to band 
together on behalf of Douglas College stu-
dents to protect our rights. 
During the hour I sat in on the meeting, it 
looked like protecting their own rights came 
first before anybody else's. In my 45 minutes 
spent in the DSU boardroom, I learned that 
the DSU resembles a self-perpetuating 
bureaucracy better more than it resembles a 
board trying to resolve the imperative issues 
students are talking about. On my own front, 
I wanted to see at least a mention of an 
upcoming pub night. The other reason I went 
was to get a heads up on the coming SGM, 
which came up as a bottom item on the agen-
da behind a motion to boot the treasurer 
(Heidi Taylor) off the board (which failed, 
again.) Just when progress was being made on 
the agenda the board went in camera to talk • 
over a number of items. In camera meant I 
was shuffled out into the hallway to wait until 
they were finished making more motions and 
seconds, at which point I was able to return. 
Tired of waiting, I salvaged my evening at 
Scruffy's over a come-back Canucks win. 
Returning to the OP office later in the week, 
I discussed the .history of the DSU with 
some fellow OPers. They tipped me off that 
the DSU has been the topic of many good 
stories in the OP since the start of things, 
way back in the early 1980's. I dug through 
our archives and found some interesting sto-
ries. 
THE GOOD 
Oct. 20, 1980- OP News 
Students compfain the price of beer at pub 
nights is too high. Kevin Hallgate, the student 
society chairperson, responded by lowering 
the price per beer from $1.00 to $0.90 each. 
Rock on Kevin Hallgate, where are you now? 
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THE BAD 
Jan. zznd, 1987- OP News 
Student society presiden~ Scott Nelson was 
facing impeachment at the Feb. 5th SGM. 
Not to go down without a fight, he slandered 
the OP calling the petition that led to the 
SGM "the coup of the OP." Nelson was 
accused of constitutional abrogation, and 
cited the Other Press and their constant 
"negative coverage'' as having contributed to 
his impeachment. 
THE AWESOME 
February znd, 1987 - OP News 
The Douglas College Ski Club threatened to 
impeach the student society's Executive -
Secretary, Rick Shepherd, and the student 
society's Nursing Representative, Julian Smit, 
who was put in charge of that year's Ski Club 
social. Scott Nelson, the Vice President of 
the Ski Club (and impeached student society 
president) said during a heated exchange with 
Shepherd and Smit, ''We don't want you in. 
The Ski Club wanted your resignation when 
you were giving them a hard time last time." 
The story goes on to explain a motion put 
forth by Shepherd and Smit to revoke the Ski 
Club's charter after the previous year's Ski 
Club social led to $592 in damages to the 
washrooms, coupled with five incidents of 
fighting (security wa~ brought in to expel 
party goers.) 
It's nice to know a real party actually 
place at Douglas College. And there was 
club? 
THE MISSING AWESOMNESS OF 
OUR GENERATION 
Mar. 24th, 1987- Aierol Alderking 
Impeached and upset, Scott Nelson 
to run at the April 7th AGM in 1987, 
proud leader of the Ski Club, Nelson was 
forced into disciniplary action after a 
DCSS meeting in which Nelson was 
Also noted at the party was: "dancing on 
tables," "beer botdes smashed on the floo1 
"and security (personnel) met with 
animosity." 
Nelson was also alleged to have been drinl 
before and after a Feb. 25th, 1987 SGM, a: 
was accused to have assaulted a (pub night 
bar manager. • 
Here lies the evidence of a gloried past. T1 
known as the DCSS, it seems things haven 
really changed, but for all the hubbubbery 
that happens around the DSU, we should : 
least be privy to some of the wild on-cam1 
shenanigans from the 1980's that made ou 
school a campus. 
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ay Animals on Parade 
sure you've heard many arguments why 
marriages shouldn't be allowed; why 
is wrong or disgusting even. 
argument that can no longer be used is 
which says homosexuality is "unnatural" 
as the statutes in some countries refer to 
a "crime against nature." 
"Against Nature?" is the frrst of its kind 
an exhibition on animal homosexuality. 
question mark at the end of the title is of 
importance for the message behind 
exhibition. One billboard quotes Magnus 
a professor at Stockholm University 
Sweden: "There are things that are much 
contrary to nature than homosexuality, 
humans alone d<r-like having reli-
or wearing pyjamas." 
This inspirational project is unfortunately 
viewable in Vancouver, or even Canada, 
is located at the Natural History Museum 
Oslo, Norway. According to the organizers 
project manager Geir Soeli, 
'H<>m,ose:xualilty is found in over 1,500 ani-
species and [is] well documented in 500 
those cases." The majority of these obser-
have been found in most vertebrate 
insects, spiders, crustaceans, octopi, 
parasitic worms. 
The exhibit claims that many species have 
outside the mating season, proving that 
nte:rcc,ur~;e is not merely for reproductive 
>Uf]pos;es, but is also an enjoyable activity. 
-'''""""'<Ll tendencies in dolphins are quite 
:onlffi,on, for example. Male bottlenose dol-
and male spotted dolphins are two 
10'01rP.~~:n· TP. species of dolphin that are usually 
oooTP.<"''"'p towards each other, but it's been 
that one in three encounters result in 
111te:rco,urse, not fighting. To emphasize dol-
promiscuity, there hangs in the centre 
exhibit two male dolphin models, one 
pen1etratu1g the other's blowhole. 
One picture dominating the scene at the 
is that of two male killer whales 
in the ocean, both with their erec-
easily visible. It's been documented that 
gray whales, dolphin species, southern 
whales, and bowhead whales often rub 
snouts to the others' genitals for stimu-
pfeatu res@gmai I. com 
Homosexuality goes well beyond water 
territory, too. The earliest mention of animal 
homosexuality was by Aristotle, who spoke 
of homosexuality between hyenas. Sex 
between female hyenas continues to be quite 
common. 
A study focusing on giraffe mating habits 
in one particular area found that 94 per cent 
of all registered sexual activity took place 
between two mal~s. In fact, scientists have 
seen homosexuality among giraffes for years 
but have not, until recently, acknowledged 
them. In many studies of African giraffes, 
when a male was seen sniffing a female this 
was rec~rded as "sexual interest," meanwhile 
scientists registered anal intercourse with 
ejaculation between two males as being a 
"ritualized form of fighting." 
Homosexuality among animals isn't 
always just a case of random promiscuity, 
rather it is long-lasting with life-long partner-
ships forming among the gay mates. 
But, if this is true then how do animals 
continue to procreate and exist? As it turns 
out, our feathered species are quite apt to 
raising offspring as homosexual couples. In 
the case of birds such as laughing gulls, 
ducks, flamingos, swans, geese, penguins, 
and seagulls, male partners will often steal 
eggs from a female's nest and raise the off-
spring as their own. Or they will 'bond' tem-
porarily with a female who will then volun-
tarily give up the resulted egg to the male 
partner. This is also done vice versa, as one 
female in a 'lesbian' couple will bond with a 
male just long enough for fertilisation. In 
fact, with flamingos, a male couple is actual-
ly able to hold up or protect a larger territory 
and is therefore better able to provide care 
for their chickens (baby flamingos) - and 
care for more chickens at a time than a het-
erosexual flamingo mating couple can. 
According to the exhibit, studies like 
these have not been released to the public 
because they've been disregarded by scien-
tists who feared being ridiculed, shunned by 
society, losing research grants, or who were 
just in plain disbelief. The first case of ani-
mal homosexuality that was actually docu-
mented and published was in the early 19th 
century when a scientist by the name of 
DeKerville printed a report and a sketch of 
his observations of two male scarab beetles 
having intercourse. However, the findings 
were printed in a small, obscure publication 
and were ignored. 
Not only are homosexual or bisexual ten-
dencies found in the animal kingdom, but 
masturbation is also quite common. Many 
animals use either their paws, flippers, or, in 
the case of walruses, their muzzle for self-
stimulation. The male macaques, a species of 
monkey, will place their most tender body 
parts in another's hand to strengthen their 
bond, or friendship. This act is so common 
with monkey species that it has its own 
name, and is referred to as "diddling." 
The museum has received financial sup-
port for the exhibit from the Norwegian 
Archive, Library and Museum Authority. It's 
also received encouragement from the gov-
ernment by way of special subsidies, which it 
grants to Norwegian museums willing to 
encourage public debate; and this the Natural 
History Museum does. As stated on their 
website, ''we feel confident that a greater 
understanding of how extensive and common 
this behaviour is among animals, will help to 
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de-mystify homosexuality among people." 
Although it's been reported in some news 
sources that there has been some backlash 
commg from radical Christian groups con-
cerning the exhibit, I have yet to see this any-
where in Oslo or in Norwegian popular 
media. Interestingly enough, the exhibit 
doesn't seem to be getting much media atten-
tion at all in Norway. A random Google 
search will tum up articles in other sources 
such as Yahoo News, BBC news, and 
Germany's Spiegel Magazine, but none in 
Norway's leading newspapers- which is · 
possibly a good example of the country's lib-
eralism and acceptance of freedom of expres-
sion. Despite the lack of local attention, the 
exhibit is gaining recognition internationally. 
As Soeli and his colleagues told Spiegel, 
they are considering taking their show on the 
road at the end of their ten months in Oslo 
and making it an international exhibition. 
The exhibit opened on October 13 and for 
anyone soon planning to be in the Oslo area, 
it will remain open until August 19, 2007. 
More information can be found at 
www.nhm.uio.no/againstnature 
party with 
DJ Tommy 
the 
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Cockfighting: An Underground Super Sport 
Stephanie Smith, OP Sports Guru 
A cockfight, for those of you who are 
unaware for some reason, is a fight between 
two specially trained and bred roosters held in 
a ring called a cockpit. The roosters, called 
gamecocks, are not the same kind that ymr 
would find on your average chicken farm. 
Those animals would be far too docile, and 
do not possess what is known as the "fighting 
spirit." These gamecocks are specially bred 
and conditioned for increased stamina and 
strength. 
The gamecocks possess an inherent 
aggression toward all other males of the 
species and do not have to be trained much 
to do what they do. Usually wagers are made 
on the outcome of the match with the sur-
viving, or last bird standing being declared 
the winner of the event. 
Belgium, France, Mexico, Haiti, Italy, 
Philippines, Puerto Rico, Peru, and Guam 
have many well-established arenas complete 
with spectator seating. This seating surrounds 
the ring in a way that is similar to a wrestling 
or boxing arena. Fights may be held all 
throughout the day. In many countries cock-
fighting is a family event, and in others cock-
fighting is as popular as baseball and football 
are in the United States. Among the competi-
tors who raise the gamecocks there is great 
pride in the skill of their birds as well as in 
winning a championship. 
Contrary to how cockfighting is viewed 
overseas, it was declared an illegal sport in the 
United States. The only exceptions 
to this illegality being in the great 
states of New Mexico and 
Louisiana, as well as in the U.S. 
Territories of Puerto Rico and 
Guam. Thirty states have not only 
declared it illegal but made cock-
fighting a felony and, as such, it is 
also illegal to possess roosters for 
fighting in these states. On top of 
all that, it is illegal in forty states to 
even be a spectator at cockfights. 
Animal activists continue to lobby 
for a ban on the sport. 
Cockfighting is seen as a traditional 
sport in some cultures, while other 
consider it to be a form of animal 
cruelty. 
Supporters of cockfighting will 
generally insist that although there 
are some individuals who mistreat 
their gamecocks and turn the sport 
into a cruel one, most do not. 
They believe cockfighting and 
breeding gamecocks to be a noble 
and exciting sport. Those against 
cockfighting maintain that it is a 
perversion of the natural behav-
iour exhibited by roosters in the 
wild, and that breeding the birds 
for maximum aggression is cruel 
and unnecessary. 
Running with, and Taunting the Bulls 
Stephanie Smith, OP Slowpoke 
You've heard of it. You've seen archive 
footage of it. A Spanish matador standing in 
the middle of a ring surrounded by legions 
of screaming fans holds out a red sheet. The 
bull, enraged by this act of vulgarity comes 
charging toward the matador who jumps out 
of the way with a little sashay, narrowly 
avoiding being skewered. He dances the 
dance with the bull until it is tired and beat-
en. He then bows and has roses thrown at 
him, and a pretty Spanish senorita comes 
and kisses him full on. Alright! 
But wait, there's more. What you may 
not know is that the bullfight ends not when 
the roses are thrown or when the senorita 
comes running out into the ring, but when 
the matador thrusts his sword between the 
eyes of the bull. This is why it's called a 
blood sport. That and the chance that the 
bull could outwit the matador and spear him 
like a shish kebob. 
Another sport involving bulls is Spain's 
famous Running of the Bulls. As you might 
have guessed it involves just that; running 
just in front of bulls that have been let loose 
in the streets. The running of the bulls actu-
ally didn't start in a glamorous way at all. In 
fact, it was originally a just relocation of the 
herd from the corrals in the outskirts to the 
bullring. Local young men jumped into the 
course to outdo each other 
and prove that they were 
the bravest, and thus the 
Running of the Bulls was 
born. 
However, unlike bull-
fights, which are per-
formed by professionals, 
anyone feeling brave 
enough may run with the 
bulls. Another major dif-
ference between the two 
sports is that in the run-
ning of the bulls, there is 
never any violence towards 
the bulls--even tail-pulling 
is frowned upon. Injuries 
are common, both to the 
participants who may be 
gored or trampled, and to 
the bulls, whose hooves are 
known grip poorly on the 
paved or cobbled street 
surfaces. Hurting the ani-
mals is not good manners 
and you may end up get-
ting the ass kicking of a 
lifetime from Pablo, who 
runs with the bulls every 
morning before work. 
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You're a Strange 
Animal 
Stephanie Smith, OP Zoological Expert 
Canucks Corner 
Predators Hunt The Vancouver Orca 
Stephanie Smith, OP Sports Editor 
psports@gmail.com 
There are so many sports teams that are 
named after animals. Even in high school I'm 
sure some of you cheered on your Lions, 
Tigers, or Bears. Oh my. That trend continues 
into professional sports as well. But why are 
certain teams named after animals? And what 
significance do the names have? Well, I was 
determined to find out. 
Do you know why the Boston Bruins of 
the NHL are called the Bruins? Well, it's 
because when Charles Adams purchased the 
team in the mid-1920s, he decided that the 
team's colours were more important to him 
than its name. Since Adams was also presi-
dent of Brookside Stores, whose colours 
were brown with yellow trim, he thought it 
important that his new team wear those same 
colours. The name Bruins was actually cho-
sen later on in a contest, under the following 
guidelines: "The name chosen should prefer-
ably relate to an untamed animal whose name 
was synonymous with size, strength, agility, 
ferocity, and cunning; and in the colour 
brown category." Thus, the Bruins were born. 
What about the Chicago Bears? Well, 
when coach George Halas inherited co-own-
ership of the Decatur Staleys from factory 
owner A.E. Staley in ·1921 he promptly 
moved them north, to Chicago;s Wrigley 
Field, which at the time was called Cubs Park:. 
In keeping with the park's summer tenants-
Major League Baseball's Cubs-Halas 
renamed the team the Bears. Cubs, Bears, it's 
the same animal! 
The Philadelphia Eagles, a team which 
joined the NFL in 1933, based its nickname 
and logo on the Blue Eagle symbol, an 
emblem created for business participating in 
The Canucks are tricky little devils. 
Thankfully, in their game on Friday 
November 17, they finally pulled out a win! 
They won 4-2 against the St. Louis Blues. 
They won the next two games as well, 2-1 
against the Chicago Blackhawks, and 4-3 
against the Detroit Red Wings. However, this 
short lived winning streak would come crash-
ing down on them. 
On Thursday November 23 they played 
against the Nashville Predators. And of 
course, when I say they played against, I 
mean they were on the ice at the same time 
as. What they did could not be considered 
playing by any stretch of the imagination. 
They were slaughtered in a 6-0 loss. It was 
especially disappointing because of the previ-
ous game. The game on November 22 was 
exciting, inspiring even. 
Vancouver came out, and within 18 sec-
onds Ryan Kesler managed to slam one in. 
However, by the end of the first period the 
Red Wings were winning 2-1. It didn't help 
that th~y were leading 3-1 at the end of the 
second. Worst part is; the Canucks weren't 
even playing poorly! And then it happened. 
The Canucks actually managed to get some 
bounces! 
Early in the third period Markus Naslund 
scored, making it 3-2. They were back in it, 
and there was still 15 minutes to pull out the 
win, or the tie to bring it to overtime. Oh, 
and guess what they did? Brendan Morrison 
scored a few minutes later and tied it up at 
three. There were some tense moments 
though. Luongo kept the Canucks alive and 
President Franklin Roosevelt's new National 
Recovery Administration. The Florida 
Panthers are another example of a team that 
have a meaning behind their name. The state 
of Florida is home to a species of panther 
that is in desperate need of attention or else 
it may go extinct. When H. Wayne Huizenga 
purchased the Florida team, he wanted to 
draw attention to the plight of the animal and 
so chose the name Panthers. 
But some are not so app_arent. The 
Phoenix Coyotes don't really have much of a 
story behind their name. The only reason wh~ 
they would call their team the Coyotes would 
be because, like the coyote scavenges for 
food, so do the Coyotes scavenge for wins. 
There is also the oddly named The Anaheim 
Ducks. Once called the Mighty Ducks of 
Anaheim because Disney owned their team 
and decided that an NHL team named after a 
kids move was a great idea, recently dropped 
the Mighty part. They became the Ducks; the 
mighty, majestic, vicious, duck. Or not. To 
most, the duck is not an animal you think of 
when you think of sports teams. 
There are many teams in high school 
spo.rts, college sports, amateur sports, and 
professional sports that name their team after 
animals. Whether it is to invoke the attributes 
of the animal they are named after, whether it 
is to create some identity based on people's 
familiarity with a specific animal, or whether 
it was a phone in poll in the newspaper; it is 
something that has always been as long as 
Sports have been around. And it is ~omething 
that will continue as more teams surface. It is 
something that is universal across all sports in 
all countries all across the globe. 
saved the day more than a few times. Jan 
Bulis blew a beautiful shot that would have 
won it in regulation. But with the tie the 
Canucks took the Wings into OT. Three min-
utes in, Brendan Morrison again becomes -an 
overtime hero and scored the game winning 
goal, making it 4-3 for the Canucks and gain-
ing them their third win in a row. 
However, all that cheer and inspiring play 
was lost in the 6-0 Nashville pounding. I am 
at·a loss as to what the problem is. It's not 
really goaltending, as Luohgo has been okay. 
And even in that 6-0 loss that Dany Sabourin 
started, only one of those goals could really 
be attributed to goaltending. The rest were 
bad bounces, deflections, and rebounds. The 
defence has been okay, not stellar, but not as' 
bad as they look. The offence is a little weak, 
but not incredibly so. It might just be a mat-
ter of a team that does not click. One might 
remember the NY Rangers and their 
$90,000,000 dollar payroll. The team, full of 
superstars could not play together at all. They 
looked excellent on paper, and yet could not 
win. Perhaps the Canucks are suffering that 
same problem. They look okay on paper, but . 
the chemistry is just not there. 
We may have to wait until the trade dead-
line to really get going. It might take some-
thing like that to shake up the team enough 
to get some wins, and of course by that time 
it will be too late. This might be one of those 
discarded seasons, much like last season. I 
hope not, I hate missing the playoffs, but if 
it's necessary in order to build a great team I 
suppose I can live with it for now. 
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DSU Update 
SGM Fails To Meet Quorum, 
Sparks Anger And Questions 
Travis Paterson, Features Editor 
Two hours before the scheduled Special General Meeting was to take place, an email was 
circulated to the students of Douglas College announcing that all evening classes were 
cancelled, but that the library and other services would remain open on campus. With the 
weather so cold and snowy, problems with transit and poor weather lead to further contro-
versy around the resulting lack of quorum. 75 students were needed to ratify the chair and 
proceed with the agenda. 
The meeting was held on Nov. 29 in the auditorium room 2201 by the library, at the DC 
ew Westminster campus. At five o'clock, or thereabouts, the chair of the DSU's SGM 
announced the meeting was a failure, announcing to the 30 odd students and board members 
in attendance, "quorum still has not been met. I rule that this meeting did not take place, and 
hence the motion that was brought to this meeting is no longer on the table." 
An audience member asked when another meeting like this can be held. "When the student 
body signs another petition", came the response from the chair. 
Audience member: "I'm wondering if there would be any opposition from the board to 
answer some of the audience members?" 
Amongst many cheers, Pride Liaison Chris Sleigtholme responded, "absolutely," and a 
discussion began. "I want to take a moment to make it clear that this is not an SGM, (board 
reps) can answer questions for general discussion but it's not for the record and there can be 
no business decisions be made at this meeting," said the chair. 
Chris Sleigtholme: "I hope my fellow members will be willing to sit here for however long 
it takes to answer the students questions." 
Audience member: "has Joey Hansen been a continuously paid staff employee of the 
DSU?" 
While Sleigtholme fielded many questions that were asked from a frustrated student body, 
including questions from impeachment petitioner Nicole Woods, he refrained from answering 
about the status of Joey Hansen as a staff member of the DSU. His eyes drifted up the aisle 
to Shop Steward Yasmin Irani, who defined the reasons why it was in Sleigtholme's best ' 
interests not to speak. Irani gave a detailed explanation including several examples from 
section 38 (2) A34-b 7790, in defense of the position of Finance and Services Coordinator, a 
position that Hansen was known to have held before April 19th 2006. "Yes or No?". The 
question was left unanswered. 
Also available for comment in the hallway outside of lecture hall 2201 were elected board 
members Heidi Taylor, Nav Dardi, and Inder Gill. One "rage against the machine" student 
left the general discussion in the auditorium to confront the board members in the hallway. 
Frustrated with the chair's reaction to cancel the meeting despite evidence that students were 
unable to attend due to the winter conditions, RATM guy talked to the OP. "I've talked to 
tons of students who were sent home by their Profs at 2:30pm on account of the 
when professors decided to cancel their classes", he said with frustration. 
When the discussion ended, the OP asked Sleigtholme what positives, if any, could 
taken from the cancelled SGM. "I feel a lot of it was positive, a lot of students came out 
I'm really glad that students wouldn't leave until they got some answers. I'm grateful for 
board members that were willing to come down and stand in front of the firing squad 
answer questions to the best of their knowledge. Students just want answers, and the 
has-up until this point refused to give them. This is not what the board is. We need 
ability to the studt:nt body". 
"I'm kind of disappointed with quorum, he furthered. I'm trying to think of the 
word, and I think it's apathy, upon campus. Just with the students it's like 'we don't really 
who cares, it's not my problem,' and it is, it's everyone's problem. This is a million dollar 
6rganization, and this is a big issue. As for the school closure, if that did play a factor in a 
of people not showing up, then I'm saddened about that". 
' lmpeachmen~ Meeting Gets The Cold Should~ 
Brady Ehler, OP Opinions Editor 
Several weeks ago, over a thousand student signatures were collected from Concerned 
Students in Support of Impeaching the Douglas Student's Union Repetitive Committee. But 
when it came down to putting out the vote, we came up pathetically short. 
It wasn't a matter of not having enough votes to get Committee ousted. This was a mat-
ter of reaching quorum, and we failed. Quorum was set at 75, and when the meeting was 
called to order, there were only 56 students in attendance. It's important to note that if every-
one that showed up to vote actually entered the lecture theatre, quorum just may have been , 
met. 
The meeting was scheduled for 4:30 PM in room 2201. Unfortunately, by 4:50pm the 
rooms population was still 19 people short of quorum. However, it was whispered in my ear 
about that time that the "no" vote was actually waiting outside. The "nays," apparently 
numbered about 20, which means that had they decided to show, we would have had 
quorum. Whether this is true or not, I can't confirm. 
By my calculations, if there were exactly 75 people in attendance, then to ratify the 
motion to impeach, the "yes votes" would have needed 56.25 votes. So needless to say, it 
would have been damn close. 
There is little doubt in my mind that some of the reps called in their friends to show up 
at the meeting and vote against impeachment, and there is nothing wrong with that in itself; 
they are entitled to their opinions too, but it also makes me question the often-touted impar-
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tiality of the DSU staf£ Up until the hours before the special general meeting, the co 
took the stance of being impartial to the outcome of the meeting, claiming that they mer 
wanted the students to be informed. However, the subtle tactic of placing a highlighted "1, 
within their slogan of "know the: facts before you impeach," gave way to the more direct, 
"vote NO to impeachment" slogan, drawn on the blackboard behind their table in the co1 
course. But they completely lost claim of impartiality when the no-voters sabotaged quon 
Even if the opposition was not tipped off about defeating quorum, wouldn't it be the fair 
and impartial thing to do for the reps to suggest the opposition come in and put it to vot< 
I am very upset with the turnout to the meeting; the apathy infuriates me. However, e' 
with student apathy, the meeting might have still reached quorum. Evening classes were 
cancelled today. As a result, people who would have shown up to the meeting before even 
classes were not present to cast their vote. Classes were cancelled due to weather conditio1 
So, it would stand to reason that some students did not attend because they wanted to go 
home before conditions got worse, or because they felt the roads were too dangerous to 
navigate just to get down here. When it came down to it, the College Board's official state 
ment was that, while classes were cancelled at 5, the college itself was still open. As a resu 
the SGM was official, quorum was not reached, no motions were made, and the rep 
committee retained office. 
Was it a case of bad timing, or just a case of apathy? I guess we'll never know, unless 
there is another successful petition to impeach, and at this point, it doesn't seem very likel 
In any case, The DSU has been given another shot. I hope it's for the best. 
SI:XY SI:X WIT'Jf DR. SI:X 
Dr. Steven Sex & Dr. Marilyn Fairchild 
n•eek tbe 0 Pi resident sex experts and happi!J divorced couple answer your -questions. If you want 
have a question answered by o11r sexperts, send an email to dr.steven.sex@.gmailcom. You can keep your 
confidential in fact, for legal reasons, we'd prefer it thai w~. 
Dr. Sex: I am a 25-year-old female with a great boyfriend. But he recently shared a 
with me, and I don't know how I feel about it. Last week, we somehow got into a 
1>n.vetsatJ1on about masturbation, and he told me that he masturbates on a regular basis. 
great and healthy ... or so I thought. Then he told me that he can't get off unless he 
himself with one hand, and strokes his pet cat, Jenny, with the other. Does this 
as bestiality? Should I worry that his behavior could escalate? 
Sex: Is your boyfriend religious, PE1? 
Fairchild: Why would that matter, Dr. Sex? 
S: Well, maybe he believes that every time he plays with himself, God kills a kitten, and 
is just trying to compensate for his murderous actions. 
F: PET, bestiality, is an indictable offence in Canada. Someone who eng.ges in bestiality 
be imprisoned for up to ten years. That being said, what your boyfriend is doing sounds 
• 
Dr. S: There are many reasons he may have for touching his kitty while stroking his junk. 
The first conclusion everyone jumps to in regards to people like your boyfriend, are that 
they are zoophiliacs ... but just because he is petting his pussy now, doesn't mean he will be 
eating it next week. 
Dr. F: It is a complicated issue, but it sounds like a pretty harmless fetish. Because fetishes 
usually begin in childhood, his cat may have been around the first time he touched himself, 
and that may be where the behaviour stems from. As for his behavior escalating, it is natu-
ral to worry about actions that seem strange to you, and being concerned about them tak-
ing a turn for the worst is wlid. 
Dr. S: If his behaviour does go to the dogs. so to speak, then he could move to the USA, 
where sodomy is outlawed in most of the states, but zoosex.ual acts are not. 
Dr. F: You have to ask yourself if this is something that is going to bother you in the rela-
tionship. 
Dr. S: I think that you should remind him that SPCA does not stand for Sexy Place for 
Cats, Always. And PETA doesn't represent People for the Erotic Tr:eatment of Animals. 
Thanks for your letter. 
Classifieds Submit Classifeds to classifieds at editor.otherpress@gmail.com 
dents advertise for freer 
free student classifieds up to 30 
email: 
with your 
numbe~ and desired 
.,. ... uv;u,.•u•u put "classified" in the 
s 
IJ:lLssiJtled pictures are $10 each 
tn:nttng. 1be picture size is 3.5cm x 
black and white. 
placing an ad please remem-
ads must be received by 
·hn1r<>rl<•v to be published in the 
•vL1vw11"" Wednesday's paper. 
your ad for errors and please 
or email our offices to report 
corrections. To ensure the 
fnt:egJctty of our student newspaper, 
reserve the right to revise, 
Jeclas!u·l :v. edit, or refuse your ad. 
For Sale 
Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts, $5 and up. Email 
redcoat1812@hotmail.com. 
Accessories Pack for any cellular phone for $40. 
Package includes battery, screen protector, desk-
top charger, car charger, and leather case. Items 
retail for $60 if purchased seperately! Brand 
New. If interested, please call Andre at 
778.883.6805. 
Herbal products to improve your health. 
Choose an alternative t~ conventional medicine. 
Safe and easy to use. Contact Alex at 
natural_cures@hotmail.com or 604.589.8728. 
HP 722C printer, new colour ink cartridge $75. 
Epson colour 800 printer, 2 new black ink car-
tridges $60. 
Can see both operating. 778- 885- 5476 
Services 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for essays, 
thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
or editor888@hotmail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, and editor can 
help with English 130, 106, 112, and 109; also 
Business Communications, reports, letters, and 
resumes. Quality guaranteed. The Writer's 
Touch, www.writerstouch.net 604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. Every 
alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, New West 
campus. For more info, contact Mary Rose 
Labandelo: 604.526.1735. 
Wanted 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly Planned 
Parenthood) is looking for volunteers to assist 
on the Facts of Life Line, a toll-free, confiden-
tial, sexual health information and referral 
resource line. Call604.731.4552 ext. 224, or 
visit www.optionsforsexualhealth.com 
AVID HALO 2 PLAYER Need to have Halo2 
game and XBOX live. Please contact by email 
Jamie Campbell. Jamie 
Campbell12345@hotmailcom 
WA1ER POLO Players Wanted 
Students interested in participating 
in IntramuralNarsity Douglas Water Polo 
call: ((1)4)m-6029(ext.# 3) or 
email:sessionpolo@yahoo.ca 
for more information 
VISUAL MEDIA S'TIJDENTS: 
DEATII METAL BAND LOOKING TO 
RECORD VIDEO FOR PROJECT. 
CONTACT: 
Please email hatred_is_in@hotmailcom 
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